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B
REVISED PROBABILISTIC ANALYSES FOR REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL HEAD PENETRATION NOZZLES
(RPVHPNS)

B.1 Introduction

This document includes revised input listings and results for the probabilistic RPVHPN
assessment presented in Appendix B of MRP-335 Rev. 1 [1]. These results are provided in
response to the second request for additional information (RAI) for MRP-335 Rev. 1 [2]. The
updated inputs and results provided in this attachment will be incorporated in Appendix B of
MRP-335 Rev. 2.

Detailed discussion of the probabilistic modeling methodology, incorporated models, and
uncertainty propagation is provided in MRP-335 Rev. 1 [1] and will be included in the planned
revision, MRP-335 Rev. 2. Parameter distributions, descriptions, and sources for all inputs used
in the probabilistic assessment for RPVHPNs are provided in Section B.2, with base case inputs
listed in Section B.2. 1. Sensitivity studies are performed with respect to various model
parameters to characterize the impact of modeling assumptions and input uncertainty on nozzle
leakage and ejection risk predictions. The parameters varied by each of these cases are
documented in Section B.2.2. Results for base cases and sensitivity cases are presented in
Section B.3.

B.2 Probabilistic Model Inputs

B.2.1 Base Case Inputs

The probabilistic inputs and results presented in this attachment are designed to bound the
conditions for all Alloy 600 reactor vessel top heads penetration nozzles in the U.S. that are
being considered for peening mitigation. The inputs presented in this section correspond to the
non-cold head (i.e., hot head) and cold head base cases.

These inputs typically represent best-estimate values, with input distributions applied to handle
uncertainties. However, there are several factors that tend to make the analysis results and
conclusions conservative:

" No credit is given to peening for slowing the growth of through-wall circumferential cracks
along the weld contour of RPVHPNs.

* A through-wall 300 circumferential flaw located at the top of the weld is assumed to be
produced immediately upon nozzle leakage (i.e., through-wall cracking to the nozzle
annulus).
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* No credit is given to peening for slowing the growth of axial through-wall cracks growing
toward the nozzle OD annulus from the below the J-groove weld on RPVHPNs.

* Growth under the peening layer, which may manifest as balloon crack growth, is given full
credit by neglecting peening stresses for the calculation of surface growth of cracks.

" No credit is taken for ET inspections.

* A UT POD of zero is assumed for flaws with depth less than 10% through-wall.
Furthermore, the mean UT POD curve is assumed to have a flaw detection rate below that of
the worst-case qualified UT detection instrument and inspector.

* No credit is taken for volumetric or surface leak path examinations.

Input values in Table B-I through Table B-8 that are highlighted orange have different values for
the hot head and cold head base cases.

B.2.1.1 Peening Residual Stress Effect

To accommodate the range of peening processes that may be applied, the inputs to the
probabilistic assessment are the bounding values specified in the performance criteria listed in
Attachment 2. Specifically, post-peening stress profiles (including peening stress on the surface
with and without operating stresses), the depth of the compressive residual stress field, and the
modeled inspection requirements are defined in Attachment 2. If a peening mitigation process
meets these performance criteria, the results of this probabilistic assessment are applicable.

B.2.1.2 Crack Initiation Model

Another significant update to the model inputs is the use of the PWSCC initiation Weibull model
presented in Appendix A of MRP-395 [3]. This is the latest available Weibull model for PWSCC
initiation in CRDMs and reflects U.S. PWR operating experience through July 2014. Additional
PWSCC indications in RPVHPNs that have been detected since July 2014 are consistent with
this initiation model. Additionally, uncertainty in the updated Weibull model is captured in the
Weibull characteristic time, rather than distributing uncertainty between the Weibull slope and
characteristic time. Detailed discussion of the updated model and operating experience will be
provided in MRP-335 Rev. 2.

B.2.1.3 UT Probability of Detection

Similar to past studies of PWSCC, crack inspection is modeled with POD curves that are
functions of crack geometry (e.g., deeper cracks lead to a higher likelihood of detection).

The median UT inspection POD curve used for cracking on ID and OD locations of the
RPVHPN tube is shown in Figure B-1. This curve was set based on the minimum qualification
criteria specified in 10 CFR 50.55a as detailed in MRP-335 Rev. 1 appendix Section B.8.4.2. As
with DM welds, the performance demonstration requirements for UT inspections of RPVHPNs
do not include flaws shallower than 10% the wall thickness, so flaws with a depth up to 10% of
the wall thickness are conservatively modeled to be undetectable (POD of 0). The probabilistic
model does not include UT inspection for detection of cracking in RPVHPN J-groove welds.
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B.2.1.4 Updates to Modeling Framework

The RPVHPN modeling framework used in generating the results in this attachment is identical
to that used in MRP-335 Rev. 1 [1] except for the following changes:

" Includes ability to change BMV inspection interval after peening

" Includes ability to schedule multiple follow-up UT examinations subsequent to peening

* Includes ability to set the peening surface stress by deterministically specifying the sum of
the post-peening residual stress and normal operating stress at the peened surface

* Includes modified POD curve capable of using a POD of zero for flaws depths below a given
through-wall fraction
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Figure B-I
Median Assumed UT Inspection POD Curve for Axial Cracking Initiating at the RPVHPN ID
and OD
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Table B-I
Summary of General Inputs

Parameter Hot Head Base
Type Case

Cold Head Base
CaseDescription Source Units

CF

Total number of trials

Number of operating cycles

Nominal cycle length

Operating capacity factor

Cycle of first UT inspection

Pre-peening UT inspection interval

Pre-peening BMV inspection interval

Operating temperature

Convergence Study
Selected to yield desired

cumulative operatig time
Upper end of cycle length of U.S.

PWRs
Representative capacity factor for

U.S. PWR
Based on typical operating

reactor service histories
ASME Code Case N-729-1

ASME Code Case N-729-1

Selected based on properties of
units serving as characteristic

hot/cold head

# trials

# cycles

years

Cycle number

# cycles

# cycles

T

type

mean

stdev,
min
m2 Y

1.00E+06

30

2

0.97

10

Normal

605

5
575
635

78

6

0.62

4.00

1.00E+06

30

2

ý, T ,- ý I I

0.97

10

5 1

Ap,. Number of modeled penetrations

Maximum number of part-depth flaws modeled
Nfl" per penetration

t Nozzle thickness

D, Nozzle outer diameter

Selected based on properties of
units serving as characteristic

hot/cold head
Selected to capture PWSCC

locations and mechanisms
observed in industry RPVHPNs
Representative of CRDM nozzle

thickness of units serving as
characteristic hot/cold head

Representative of CRDM nozzle
OD of units serving as

characteristic hot/cold head
Representative of industry PWRs

78

6

in.

in.

in.

0.62

4.00

t hed Reactor head thickness 5.98 5.98
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Table B-2
Summary of Weld Geometry Inputs

qvmhnl! Description Source Units
Parameter Hot Head Base

Tyrpe Case
Cold Head Base

Case

Representative length from weld surface to
weld root, uphill

Representative length from weld surface to
weld root, downhill

Representative length from weld toe to weld
root, uphill

Representative length from weld toe to weld
root, downhill

Ratio of weld path length to weld half-width,
uphill

Ratio of weld path length to weld half-width,
downhill

Inputs to finite element analyses
of J-groove weld residual

stresses; distribution considers
various penetration geometries

Inputs to finite element analyses
of J-groove weld residual

stresses; distribution considers
various penetration geometries

Inputs to finite element analyses
of J-groove weld residual

stresses; distribution considers
various penetration geometries

Inputs to finite element analyses
of J-groove weld residual

stresses; distribution considers
various penetration geometries

Inputs to finite element analyses
of J-groove weld residual

stresses; distribution considers
various penetration geometries

Inputs to finite element analyses
of J-groove weld residual

stresses; distribution considers
various penetration peometries
Selected based on properties of

in.

in.

in.

in.

type i

--,.m~eanj
stdev I

max

mean
stdev

min
max
type

stdev

------- m ax
type

_mean
....... stdev

mfin l_
mnV

Normal Normal
1.05 1.05
0.18 0.18
0.50 0.50
1.70 1.70

Normal Normal
0.97 0.97
0.23 0.23
0.50 0.50
1.70 1.70

Normal Normal
1.38 -1.38

0.30 0.30
u 0.80 080
2.90 2.90

Normal Normal
1.36 1.36
0.37 0.37
0.80 . 0.80
2.90 2.90

1.62

1.24

1.62

1.24

Incidence angles for penetrations units serving as characteristic degrees
hot/cold head

Discrete List ! Discrete List
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Table B-3
Summary of Loading Inputs for RPVHPN Model

Parameter Hot Head Base Cold Head Base
Symbol Description Source Units Type Case Case

P Normal operating pressure Representative of industry PWRs ksi 2.248 2.248

type Normal Normal
Finite element analyses of type No.. al No..alS mean 3.480 3.480

Nozzle ID operating hoop stress concentration operational stresses on CRDM mean . 480.3.480
foperilD factor nozzle; across various penetration stdev 0.729 0.729

min 0.000 0.000angles ma . 80 0 7.80max; 7,850 7.850
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Table B-3
Summary of Loading Inputs for RPVHPN Model (Continued)

T Parameter Hot Head Base Cold Head Base
Symbol Description Source Units Type Case Case

typ el Normal ...........Norma la _
Finite element analyses of t.pe- Normal 4 . 40rm9

streseson RDMmean~ 40.99 40.99 _operational stresses on CRDM ste ... 7.3 ... _.4
'Total hoop stress at penetration ID above weld operationa vaious penetration ksi 7

nozzle; across vaiu penetrteon __
mini 0.00 0.00an g les . . .. .. . . . . . . . .... . . .

.... ___ ___ ___.__......... ...a .85.02 85.02

F iee m n ' o-pe• Normal __ Norm al
Finite element analyses ofmeanj 53.78 53.78

Total hoop stress at penetration OD below operational stresses on CRDM ksi .... stdev 9. 992 ... 9 ... 92 -.
frO, tot, 2 weld, uphill nozzle; across various penetration -- . 9.92

mm -0.00 --- 0.00an gles.. . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . .
-... an...es.....max. 113.30 113.30

i _tpe _ Normal Nra
Finite element analyses of te_ N 59.97 59.97imean 59.97 59.97

operational stresses on CRDM ....... --- .... .... -............
aO, 01,,3 Total hoop stress at weld surface center, uphill nopale sressvaos oneCrDstMd-ev- F 5.73 5.73

nozzle; across various penetrationi ki I- te .357
angles 25.60 . . 25.60

S- -- max - 94.34 _ __94.34

........ .. . • .]..... ..N ormal ... . N orm al
Finite element analyses of mea No.1a 43.18

Total hoop stress at penetration ID above operational stresses on CRDM ...... 43.18.43.18
U olo, -' [weld, downhill !nozzle; across various penetratiostdev 8.30 8.30noae g ees ai mini 0.00 0.00

angles _ _ -- -

_ __maxi 92.95 92.95
type Normal Normal

Finite element analyses of t_- -ean __ 6 -. 6
Total hoop stress at penetration OD below operational stresses on CRDM ksi m . 08.67.08

ao.IoI.- weld, downhill nozzle; across various penetration I10.60 10.60
vaios en inmmný 3.47 347

anlsmax! 130.69 130.69

. . t tpe] Normal i Normal
Finite element analyses ofI type Normal Normalm eant 61.78 61.78

Total hoop stress at weld surface center, operational stresses on CRDM - n .78 . 78
U Opt, -3 donil ars stdevj 5.77 5.77downhill nozzle; across various penetration m. 27.15 27.15min 27.15 27.15

angles . m
______ -j max 96.42 96.42
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Table B-3
Summary of Loading Inputs for RPVHPN Model (Continued)

Parameter Hot Head Base Cold Head Base

Symbol Description Source Units Type Case Case

Stress gradient quantifier at penetration ID
above weld, uphill

Stress gradient quantifier at penetration OD
R ljoo. 2 below weld, uphill

Stress gradient quantifier at weld surface
R 1 lvi. 3 center, uphill

R i Stress gradient quantifier at penetration ID
R 1,11.-Iabove weld, downhill

Stress gradient quantifier at penetration OD
R ljo,. -2 below weld, downhill

Stress profile curvature quantifier at weld
R 1,,-3 surface center, downhill

Finite element analyses of
J-groove weld residual stresses

(14 independent analyses)

Finite element analyses of
J--groove weld residual stresses

(14 independent analyses)

Finite element analyses of
J--groove weld residual stresses

(14 independent analyses)

Finite element analyses of
J-groove weld residual stresses

(14 independent analyses)

Finite element analyses of
J--groove weld residual stresses

(14 independent analyses)

Finite element analyses of
J--groove weld residual stresses

(14 independent analyses)

type
mean
stdev

mmi
maxi
type

mean
stdev

min
max
type

mean
stdev!

mm
max'

ty~pel.
mean
stdev

min
max,

_typeL
mean
stdev

min
maxi
type

mean,
stdev

min
max

Normal
1.11

0.24
0.00
2.55

Normal
0.84
0.14

0.00
1.68

Normal
0.89
0.32
0.00

2.81
Normal

0.60
0.41
0.00
3.06

Normal
0.51
0.13
0.00
1.29

Normal
0.36
0.17
0.00
1.38

Normal
1.11

0.24
0.00
2.55

Normal
0.84
0.14
0.00
1.68

Normal
0.89
0.32
0.00
2.81

Normal
0.60

-0.4"1-
0. 00
3.06

Normal
0.51
0•.3
0.00
1.29

Normal
0.36
0.17
0.00
1.38
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Table B-3
Summary of Loading Inputs for RPVHPN Model (Continued)

____Parameter Hot Head Base Cold Head Base

Symbol Description Source Units 1 Type Case Case
type, Normal Normal

Finite element analyses of meanL 10 1.08
S Stress profie curvature quantifier atFiieeeetaayeofi m_ [ ii.0_ i---•i08 _

R0 510 , S Jq-groove weld residual stresses - stdev' 0.09 0.09e JD above weld, u (14 independent analyses) mmi 0.54 0.54

- maxi 1.62 1.62

type Normal Normal
Finite element analyses of mean 0.87 0.87Stress profie curvature quantifier atJ- oo e w l r si u l t e s ssd v 0 1

R 0,5,10, 2 p n O w-groove weld residual stresses stdev 0.13 0.13o~s.•t, 2penetration OD below weld, uphill(1 in e e d n an ls ) .. . .. -h -- -0 ...... 9
(14 independent analyses) imin 0.09 0.09

max 1.93 1.65
type 1 Normal Normal

Finite element analyses of i mean i 1.21 1.21
Stress profile curvature quantifier at weld F e elementianalysse ofdea -. . -i . 0.-- 2 ...

R O.So abv3eddwhl J-groove weld residual stresses -stdev ~ 0.13 0.13

R o~~s~lot 3 surface center, uphill. . ...... .. . . . . .. .
(14 independent analyses) 0m.. 0.68 .. ... .68 09.

1.9_3 1.93

type Normal _ Normal
Finite element analyses of mean 0 1.46 1.46

Stress profile curvature quantifier at Fnt lmn nlsso

2 penetration IoDblo we downhill J--groove weld residual stresses stdev! 0.13 i 0.13
(14 independent analyses) min! 0.68 0.68

t.pe Normal Normal
Finite element analyses of Im ean4 0.78 07

S tr e s s p ro f il e c u rv a tu r e q u an tifi e r a t 0 .78we ld Fel m n a a l y s es o fde a n - -0. 4 7 .. .- 1. 4 - .

suRc center101Thi2 J--groove weld residual stresses -stdev I 0.19 0.19

R o~~to,-2 penetration OD below weld, downhill ...........-

(14 independent analyses) min! 0.33 0.33
maxi 1.32 1.32
tyPe Normal Normnal

Finite element analyses of mean i 1.47 1.47
Stress profile curvature quantifier at weld J g o v ed rsd a tes si sd v .901

Ros•r- ufc etr onil(14 independent analyses) mini 0.33 0.33

S max! 26 2.61

49
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Table B-4
Summary of Peening-Specific Inputs

Symbol Description Source Units
Parameter Hot Head Base

Type Case

i17

Cold Head Base
Case

Outage of peening application

Number of cycles between peening application
and final follow-up inspection

Inspection interval after peening

Interval for BMV post-peening (in number of
-.. .. . . ... . . .. . .- C y c l e s) . -.... ........... ....... ........... ...
Flag indicating if a UT pre-peening exam is
_. . ....... perform ed .

Flag indicating if a UT exam is included during
all the cycle(s) between peening and the follow

up exam
Flag indicating if BMV exams are performed
.......... ..... . after peening _

Number of consecutive cycles in which BMV
exams are performed after peening

Scheduled at next outage
coinciding with a UT inspection

Attachment 2

Attachment 2

Attachment 2

Cycle number

# cycles

# cycles

# cycles

Attachment 2

Attachment 2

Attachment 2

Attachment 2

2

5

0

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

Perform BMV
post-peening per

Attachment 2

TRUE I

2

5

TRUE

# cycles
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Table B-4
Summary of Peening-Specific Inputs (Continued)

Parameter Hot Head Base Cold Head Base

Symbol Description Source Units Tvnp Case Case

U O,PPRS,1D Sum of post-peening residual plus normal
(t= 0) operating stress on ID surface

Depth of compressive residual stress layer
x 1,PPRsj) from ID surface

C oppnV.c Sum of post-peening residual plus normal
(t= 0) operating stress on OD and weld surface

Depth of compressive residual stress layer
from OD and weld surface

j Ratio of minimally-affected depth to
flPPRS ý

penetra-ati -on depth . .
Fraction of depth between penetration depth

f2,'PM. and minimally-affected depth where peening
results in no effect

.. Empirical stress relaxation exponent

Minimum bounding value from
performance criteria

(Attachment 2)

Minimum bounding value from
performance criteria

(Attachment 2)

Minimum bounding value from
performance criteria

Attachment2 -2)

Minimum bounding value from
performance criteria

(Attachment 2)

See MRP-335 Rev. 1 Section
A.3.3

See MRP-335 Rev. 1 Section
A-3.3

Unused in base case, sensitivity
case using best-fit value; See

MRP-335 Rev. 1 Section A.9.3

ksi

meani

in. stdev
min4.

_ _ maxj

ksi

in.

10.0

Normal
0.010
0.002
0.000
0.025

10.0

Normal
0.039

0.010
0.000
0.098

2.0

mean1

mean

stdevI
mini
maxi

10.0

Normal
0.010
0.002
0.000

- 0.025

10.0

NormalF 0.039
0.010
0.000
0.098

2.0

I 0.70.7

0.0 0.0

4
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Table B-5
Summary of Inputs for RPVHPN Initiation Model

Parameter Hot Head Base
Type Case

Cold Head Base
CaseSymbol Description Source Units

Time at which failure fraction F1 is reached on

RPVHIPNs

Standard error in intercept of linearized Weibull
fit

Arbitrary failure fraction selected to define
F1  Weibull PWSCC initiation function

Weibull slope for PWSCC flaw initiation on
RPVHPNs

Weibull slope for PWSCC multiple flaw
initiation on RPVHPNs

Correlation coefficient for PWSCC initiation

Ph, and propagation of-all cracks in AlloyA!600

Correlation coefficient for PWSCC initiation

Pweld and propagation of all cracks in Alloy 82/182
weld

Flaw initiation data assessed in
MRP-395

Linearized Weibull fit to flaw
initiation data assessed in

MRP-395

EDY

ln(EDY)

Selected to reflect I I as the

Weibull scale parameter
(characteristic time)

Flaw initiation data assessed in
MRP-395

Based on representative value for
formation of PWSCC at multiple

locations in industry SGs

xLPR Input

23.0

0.2705

0.6321

1.379

Normal
2.0

0.5
1.0
5.0

0.0

23.0

0.2705

0.6321

1.379

Normal
2.0

0.5
1.0
5.0

0.0

type
mean
stdev

min

xLPR Input 0.0 0.0
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Table B-5
Summary of Inputs for RPVHPN Initiation Model (Continued)

Parameter I Hot Head Base Cold Head Base

Symbol Description Source Units Type Case Case

Distribution based on laboratory
Thermal activation energy for PWSCC flaw

initiation data and experience with Weibull
1 analysis

k

-typelj

mean

:cal/mole stdev

i maxl

Normal
44.03
3.06
25.65
62.41

Reference temperature to normalize PWSCC
T__ flaw initiation data

a 0  Initial depth assigned to newly initiated flaw

General initial aspect ratio assigned to newlyAR initiated flaw

Distance from weld toe to location where
welding residual stress is equal to 80% of yiel

stress, uphill side

Distance from weld toe to location where
welding residual stress is equal to 80% of yiel

stress, downhill side

FTemperature used to adjust flaw
initiation data assessed in this

-4- - - report

Consistency with initial through-
wall fractions of DM weld model I

In.

Based on aspect ratios of
PWSCC cracks observed in

inspections of DMW and
RPVHPN components

linear .l
median-lo gnorm I'

log-norm Y
mini_
maxi ..

type•
linear ..
mediani

log-norm g 1
log-norm a.mm,

mint

maxt

typel
mean

stdevi
i mini

maxi

type;

stdev I
mini
maxl

1060

Log-Normal
3.32E-02
3.12E-02

-3.47
0.35

0.02
0.62

Finite element analyses of
J-groove weld residual stresses;

across various units and
penetration geometries

Finite element analyses of
J-groove weld residual stresses;

across various units and
penetration geometries

Normal
44.03

3.06
25.65
62.41

1060

1 Log-Normal
3.32E-02
3.12E-02

-3.47
0.35
0.02
0.62 -

Log-Normal Log-Normal
4.77 4.77
4.50 4.50

1.50 1.50
0.34 0.34
0.57 0.57

35.20 35.20
Normal Normal

0.25 0.25
0.13 0.13
0.00 0.00
1.03 1.03

Normal Normal
0.24 0.24
0.06 i 0.06

0.00 - 0.00
0.61 -0.61

in.
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Table B-6
Summary of Inputs for RPVHPN Flaw Propagation Model

Parameter Hot Head Base
Type Case

Cold Head Base
CaseSymbol Description Source UnitsI

Number of time steps per year for crack size
1increment

Heat-to-heat factor: common factor applied to
!all specimens fabricated from the same material

to account for manufacturing variations

Within-heat factor: factor accounting for the
variability in crack growth rate for different

f.,h specimens fabricated from the same raw

material

The value chosen provides
sufficient convergence

Fit to heat-to-heat variation data
from MRP-55

Fit to within-heat variation from
MRP-55 data after normalizing
for heat-to-heat variation factor

1/yr

tyPeL
linear g
mediani
75%ile

log-norm p
log-norm a,

mini
max
type

linear lg!
median

log-norm gt
log-norm a

min!
max

type!
linear V'
median
75%ilel

log-norm p
log-norm Ga

mini
maxý
type

linear p,:
median

log-norm p
log-norm a

mini
max,

12

Log-normal
1.68

1.00
1.98

0.00
1.02
0.14

5.32 .
Log-Normal

1.18
1.00
0.00
0.57
0.21
3.68

Log-Normal
1.19

1.00
1.49
0.00

0.589
0.313
2.64

Log-Normal

1.12
1.00
0.00

0.481

0.309
3.24

12

Log-Normal
1.68

1.00
1.98
0.00
1.02

0.14

5.32
Log-Normal

1.18
1.00
0.00
0.57
0.213
3.68

Log-Normal
1.19
1.00
1.49
0.00

0,589

2.64
Log-Normal

1.00
0.00

0.309
3.24

Weld-to-weld factor: common factor applied to
all specimens fabricated from the same weld to Fit to weld-to-weld variation data

feld account for weld wire/stick heat processing and from MRP- 115
for weld fabrication

f..
Within-weld factor: factor accounting for the
variability in crack growth rate for different
specimens fabricated from the same weld

Fit to within-weld variation from
MRP- 115 data after normalizing
for weld-to-weld variation factor
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Table B-6
Summary of Inputs for RPVHPN Flaw Propagation Model (Continued)

Parameter Hot Head Base
SType Case

Cold Head Base
CaseSymbol Description Source Units

a heat

a de

Flaw propagation rate equation power law
constant for Alloy 600

Flaw propagation rate equation power law
constant for Alloy 182 weld

1~~
I -

Thermal activation energy for PWSCC flaw
Q g propagation

-- Absolute reference temperature o normalize
i PWSCC flaw ropagation data

Flaw propagation rate equation power law ti
lK thheai threshold for Alloy 600 P

Flaw propagation rate equation power law
K Llh,.,eld threshold for Alloy 82/182 weld

Minimum allowable K, value for Alloy 600
K Lmin,nheal

_components

Minimum allowable K, value for Alloy 182
K 1,min,weld

-components

Flaw propagation rate equation power law
nl heal - exp~onent for Alloy600

Flaw propagation rate equation power law
nl weld __ exponent for Alloy 182 weld

Flag indicating if crack growth will be predicted
considering the effect of crack closure

Fit to MRP-55 data with power
law constant of 1.6 and stress

ntensity factor threshold of zero]

MRP-1 15

MRP-115

MRP-55, MRP-115

Conservatively assumed
hreshold such that all cracks withl

ositive K, have a non-zero crack,

growth rate

MRP-1 15

No technical basis for non-zero
value

No technical basis for non-zero
value

Fit to MRP-55 data with stress
intensity factor threshold of zero 1

MRP-1I15

Crack closure effects are
neglected for base case

(finlhr)I
(ksi-M.ini 0516

(inlhr)I

_ksi-viif 6

type,
mean

kcal/mole stdev

3.25E-08

1.62E-07

Normal
31.07

1.20

3.25E-08

1.62E-07

Normal
31.07
1.20

23.90
38.24

1077

0.0

min
max

23.90

38.24

1077

ksi-sqrt(in.)

ksi-sqrt(in.)

ksi-sqrt(in.)

ksi-sqrt(in.)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.6

1.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.6

1.6

FALSE

TRUE

Logical

Logical

FALSE

TRUEFlag indicating if cracks may grow in length Approximates sub-surface balloon
without the effect of Deenine stresses rowth of crack

4
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Table B-7
Summary of Inputs for RPVHPN Examination Model

Symbol
Parameter! Hot Head Base

Tyne Case
Cold Head Base

CaseDescription Source Units

The through-wall fraction below which the
small-flaw contingency (POD = 0) is used

Correlation coefficient for successive UT
Pimsp UT inspections

Smallest flaw size used in UT
mockup testing

Conservative assumption

0.10

0.50

0.10

0.50

(alt 1, 1,UT,

P u. ,JUT)

(a/t U, 2, UT,

P U. 2.UT)

(/t L, 1,UT,

P L, IUT)

(Wt L, 2.UT,

P L, 2.UT)

First defined coordinate for favorable UT POD Conservative assumption relative
curve to UT qualification criteria

Second defined coordinate for favorable UT
POD curve

First defined coordinate for unfavorable UT
POD curve

Conservative assumption relative
to UT qualification criteria

Conservative assumption relative
to UT qualification criteria

Second defined coordinate for unfavorable UT Conservative assumption relative
POD curve to UT qualification criteria

(0.2,0.80)

(0.4,0.95)

(0.4,0.65)

(0.7,0.90)

2

0.95

0.90

(0.2,0.80)

(0.4,0.95)

(0.4,0.65)

(0.7,0.90)

2

0.95

0.90

Stdev between mean UT POD curve and
favorable/unfavorable curves

Maximum probability of detection for UT
pm. UTlr inspection

Probability of detection for visual inspection of
P BMVleaking nozzle

Correlation coefficient for successive BMV
Pinsp,BMV insnections

Conservative assumption relative
to UT qualification criteria

Conservative assumption relative
to UT qualification criteria

Conservative assumption

Conservative assumption 0.95 0.95
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Table B-8
Summary of Inputs for RPVHPN Stability Model

Symbol
1 Parameter 1Tvne '

Hot Head Base Cold Head Base
Case CaseDescription Source Units

0cpcmt Initial angle for circumferential through-wall

Ocirc, crit Critical flaw angle for nozzle ejection

Circumferential through-wall crack K, curve
multiplier

MRP-105

MRP-110

degrees

degrees

Assumed to assure conservative

application of FEA-predicted K,

C circ, mul
Circumferential through-wall crack

environmental factor

Conservative factor applied based
on anecdotal information about

environment effects on
circumferential TW cracks

type
mode

lower limit
upper limit

. . type[
mode]_

I lower limit
upper limitl

30

300

triangular
1
1 _

2

triangular

2

!

1-

30

300

triangular
1

2
triangular

1

2

4
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B.2.2 Probabilistic Sensitivity Studies

Sensitivity studies are performed with respect to various model parameters to characterize the
impact of modeling assumptions and input uncertainty on nozzle leakage and ejection risk
predictions. The results of these sensitivity studies are presented in Section B.3.3.

Table B-9 and Table B-I10 list the values of the parameters that are varied in each sensitivity
study. For each case, all parameters not included in the table remain identical to the base case
inputs listed in Table B-1 through Table B-8. Studies listed in Table B-9 are classified as an
Inspection Scheduling Sensitivity (in which a controllable inspection scheduling option is varied)
and Table B- 10 lists Model Sensitivity Cases (in which a modeling input or characteristic is
varied).
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Table B-9
Summary of Modified Inputs for RPVHPN Inspection Scheduling Sensitivity Cases

Sensitivity
Case Description

!Parameter Hot Sensitivity Case

Value
Cold Sensitivity Case

ValueUnits Hot Base Case Value Cold Base Case Value

Si Skip follow-up UT inspection and enter post
peening ISI schedule

Perform follow-up UT
I st and 2nd cycle after

peening

Skip follow-up UIT Perform follow-up UT
iinspection, first ISI after 2nd cycle after peening

5 cycles

Skip follow-up UT
inspection; first ISI after

5 cycles

S2 Skip UT during pre-peening inspection
Perform UT during pre-

peening inspection
Skip UT during pre- Perform UT during pre- Skip UT during pre-
peening inspection peening inspection peening inspection

S3 BMV every other cycle post-peening

S4 BMV every third cycle post-peening

S5 Do not perform BMV after peening

S6 Do not perform UT during all cycles between
S6 peening and follow-up exam

Perform BMV post-
peening per

Attachment 2
Perform BMV post-

peening per
Attachment 2

Perform BMV post-
peening per

Attachment 2
Perform follow-up UT
1st and 2nd cycle after

Deenmen

Perform BMV every
2nd outage post-peening

Perform BMV every 3rd]
outage post-peening

Do not perform BMV
after peening

Perform follow-up UT
2nd cycle after peening

Perform BMV post-
peening per

Perform BMV every
12nd outage post-peening

orm liM vpost-i Do not perform BMV
peening per i after peening
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Table B-l0
Summary of Modified Inputs for RPVHPN Model Sensitivity Cases

Sensitivity
Case

Parameter Hot Sensitivity Case
Hot Base Case Value Value

Cold Sensitivity Case
ValueDescription Symbol Units Cold Base Case Value

MI

M2

M3

Reduce operating capacity factor

Reject trials with detections/ejections before
given cycle (i.e. present day)

Increase number of modeled penetrations

CF

Cycle
number

Np-

t in.

DI in.
1/At 1/yr

0.97 0.92

0 16 0 II I

M4 Decrease nozzle thickness and OD

MS

M6

M7

M8

Halve growth integration time step
Linearly extrapolate POD to zero below 10%

TW

Remove correlation between UT inspections

Decrease maximum UT probability of

detection to 90%

78 97

0.62 0.39

4.00 3.50

12 24
A~ssume POD = 0 below Linearly extrapolate

10% TW

0.50 0.00Pinp, UT

P .- , UT 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.90

M9 Remove correlation between BMV inspections

MIO Decrease critical flaw angle for nozzle ejection

0.95 0.00 0.95 0.00

0-111 degrees 300 27S 300 275
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Table B-10
Summary of Modified Inputs for RPVHPN Model Sensitivity Cases (Continued)

Sensitivity
Case

!Parameter
Symbol Unis ¶ 'pe Hot Base Case Value

Hot Sensitivity Case
Value iCold Base Case Value

Cold Sensitivity Case
ValueDesetiotion

Normal Normal

MIl
Double standard deviation of peening

penetration depth

mean 0.010 0.010
X LPPRS ID in. stdev 0.002 0.005

min 0.000 0.000
max 0.025 0.049
_type__ Normal _ Normal

mean 0.039 0.039
XPPR• in. rstdev 0.010 0.020

min 0.000 0.000
max 0.098 0.236

I ~~Normal operating plus .. .NrO,PPPlopD eratng . Residual stress is 100 kL
0

l=O) [ ksi residual stress is +10 ksi(t .0 compressive
I tensile

type Normal Normal
mean 0.010 0.020

x 1PPRD in. stdev 0.002 0.005

mm 0.000

0.025

0.000
0.049I Increase peening compressive surface stress

M12 I and penetration depth
0
O.PPRSwn

(t=0)
ksi

M13

M14

Decrease initiation characteristic time by
factor of 5

Increase multiple flaw initiation slope

tLype

mean
X in. stdev

mnn
• max

tj EDY

type
mean

SI stdev
mm

i max

Normal operating plus Residual stress is 100 k.,
residual stress is +10 ksi compressive

tensile
Normal Normal

0.039 0.118

0.010 0.059

0.000 0.000

0.098 0.295

!i 23.0

Normal
2.0

0.5

1.0
5.0

4.6

Normal
3.0

0.5

2.0
6.0

23.0

Normal
S 2.0

0.5

1.0
5.0

4.6

Normal

3.0
0.5

2.0

6.0

.0
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Table B-I0
Summary of Modified Inputs for RPVHPN Model Sensitivity Cases (Continued)

Sensitivity
Case

Pammeter Hot Sensitivity Case
Value

Cold Sensitivity Case
Description

M15 Sample multiple flaw initiation slope a single
time per head

M16 Include initiation-growth correlation

M17 Decrease initiation activation energy

Decrease median initial crack depth by factor

M1 8 of 5 and remove minimum, impose minimum

K, value

Symbol Units Type

Qi kcallmole stdev
mm
max
type

linear p

median

ao in. 'log-norm Itp
log-norm a!

min

,max

type

linear g
median

ao in. log-norm p

log-norm a:
min

max
type

linear p
median

ao in. log-norm g

log-norm a

min
max

Sample multiple flaw
initiation slope once per

penetration

Sample multiple flaw
initiation slope once per

head

Hot Base Case Value

0.0 -0.8

_n R

0.0 -0.8

.g-Normal Log-NoM
0.033 0.006
0.031 0.006

-3.467 -5.127

0.354 0.3S4

0.020 0.000

0.622 0.622

0.00 10.92

M19 Utilize crack closure methodology and
decrease initial flaw depth

0.00

Do not utilize crack

closure

Log-Normal

0...033 _

0.031
-3.. ... • 467__ . .

0.... .020 ..

0.622

Log-Normal

0.033

0.031

-3.467

0.354
0.020

0.622

("•Id 'll/oe+ +l•oea '+troh.o

10.92

Utilize crack closure

Log-Normal

0.006

0.006

-5.127

0.354

0.000
0.622

Log-Normal

0.146
0.137

-1.987

0354

0.020
0.622

0.0

Normal
44.03

3.06

25.65

62.41

Log-Normal

0.033
0.031

-3.467

0.354

0.020
0.622

0.00

0.00

Do not utilize crack

closure

Log-Normal

0 .033
0.031

-3.467

0.354

S0.020

0.622

Log-Normal

0.033

0.031

-3.467
0.354
0.020

0.622

-0.8

Normal

40.03
3.06

21.64

58.41

Log-Normal

0.006

0.006

-5.127

-- ----0.354

_0.000
0.622

10.92

10.92

Utilize crack closure

Log-Normal
0. 006

0.006

-5.1 27
0.354
0.000
0.622

Log-Normal

0.146

0.137

-1.987

0.354

0.020
0.622

M20 Increase median initial crack depth
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Table B-10
Summary of Modified Inputs for RPVHPN Model Sensitivity Cases (Continued)

Sensitivity
Case Symbol

Parameter
Tv I Hot Base Case Value

Hot Sensitivity Case
Value

Cold Sensitivity Case
ValueDescription Units Cold Base Case Value

MRP-55 Crack Growth Rate Model
M21 Parameters

I(inlhr)/

(ksi-in. 0 5)'
3.25E-08

0.00

1.60

2.2 1E-07

8.19

1.16n &heat

mean
Q9 kcal/mole stdev

min
M22

M23

M24

Decrease growth activation energ

31.07 28.68

1.20 1.20

23.90 21.51

38.24 35.85

Prevent balloon growth

type
mode -

lower limit
Iuoer limit

w UaJJUUI au"
triangular

I
constant

I
Remove crack environmental factor

triangular

-. . .. . . . . . . . .

constant

(t=0)

2

ksi
Normal operating plus

residual stress is +10 ksi
tensile

Residual stress is 100 k!
compressive

type
, mean

x 1.PpRSID in. stdev
min

Normal
0.010
0.002

0.000

0.025

Normal
0.020
0.005

0.000
0.049

Increase peening compressive surface stress
M25 and penetration depth, prevent balloon

growth, utilize crack closure

YOPPR&S,.
(t--)

Normal operating plus Residual stress is 100 Ic
residual stress is +10 ksiteksi

type
mean_

x vs.,,:a in. stdev

mm

tensile
Normal
0.039

0.010

0.000
0.098

Do not utilize crack
closure

Allow balloon irowth

compressive

Normal
0.118

0,059

0.000
0.295

Utilize crack closure

Prevent balloon wrowth

4
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B.3 Probabilistic Model Results

B.3.1 Preliminaries

Ejections and leakage are counted in two different ways within the simulation framework: in
terms of the number of heads with at least one event (by counting only the first instance of
leakage or ejection for a given MC realization) and in terms of the number of penetrations with
at least one event (by counting the first instance of leakage or the occurrence of ejection for each
unique penetration). The primary ejection and leakage statistics used to assess and compare the
results of the probabilistic model are defined below:

Incremental leakage frequency (ILF) is defined as the average number of new leaking
nozzles per year on a RPV top head. A simulated flaw causes leakage if it propagates through
the entire material thickness to penetrate the annulus above the J-groove weld before it is
detected and repaired. This statistic is derived for any given operational cycle by averaging
the predicted number of new leaking nozzles for that operational cycle across all MC
realizations. This is adjusted to a probability per year by dividing by the number calendar
years per cycle.

ILF - (Number of new leaking nozzles predicted during cycle across all realizations) [B-I]
(Number of realizations)(Calendar years per cycle)

* Average leakage frequency (ALF) is the average of the ILFs following the hypothetical time
of peening until the end of the operational service period of the plant.

(Number of new leaking nozzles predicted during cycle across all realizations)

ALF = [B-2]
(Number of realizations)(Calendar years per cycle)(Nc,,t - ipe,)

where:
Ncycae = number of cycles in operational service period
ipeen = cycle number associated with the hypothetical time of peening

Cumulative probability of leakage (CPL) is defined as the fraction of heads with at least one
predicted leak across all MC realizations across all cycles of interest. This document reports
two versions of this statistic: (1) cumulated from the start of operation to a given cycle and
(2) cumulated from the hypothetical time of peening to the end of plant operation.

CPL - (Total number of heads with at least one predicted leak) [B-3]
(Number of realizations)

Incremental ejection frequency (IEF) is defined as the average number of nozzle ejections
per year on a RPV top head. This statistic is derived for any given operational cycle by
averaging the predicted number of ejections for that operational cycle across all MC
realizations and dividing by the number of calendar years per cycle. If no ejections are
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predicted to occur during a given cycle across all MC realizations, 0.5 ejections are assumed
for the sake of stability and conservatism in calculated statistic values.

1EF = max{(Number of ejections leaks predicted during cycle across all realizations),0.5} [B4]
(Number of realizations)(Calendar years per cycle)

Average ejection frequency (AEF) is the average of the IEFs following the hypothetical time
of peening until the end of the operational service period of the plant.

A',xk

I max{(Number of ejections predicted during ith cycle across all realizations),0.5}

AEF = 1=". 
[B-51

(Number of realizations)(Calendar years per cycle)(Nl,, -ikee)

Cumulative probability of ejection (CPE) is defined as the fraction of heads with at least one
predicted ejection across all MC realizations across all cycles of interest. This document
reports two versions of this statistic: (1) cumulated from the start of operation to a given
cycle and (2) cumulated from the hypothetical time of peening to the end of plant operation.

CPE = (Total number of heads with at least one predicted ejection) [B-6]
(Number of realizations)

The effect of nozzle ejection on nuclear safety can be assessed through multiplication of the
frequency of nozzle ejection (i.e., the initiating event frequency) with appropriate conditional
core damage probability (CCDP) value. The resulting core damage frequency is typically
averaged over long-term operation and compared to the acceptance criteria of Regulatory Guide
1.174 [10]. Regulatory Guide 1.174 specifies an acceptable change in core damage frequency of
1 x 10-6 per reactor year for permanent changes in plant design parameters, technical
specifications, etc.

More vital conclusions are drawn from the relative differences between these statistics predicted
for different cases (e.g., between the CPL predicted for one peening schedule vs. the CPL
predicted with a different peening schedule). This approach minimizes any potential for bias
introduced by the various modeling assumptions.

B.3.2 Base Case Results

The base case probabilistic runs resulted in an average ejection frequency (AEF) of 1.7x 10-5 for
the hot-head base case with peening, which compares to an AEF of 2.1 x 10-5 for the hot-head
base case without peening mitigation. This is shown in Figure B-2.

As PWSCC is a thermally activated degradation mechanism, the number of leaks and nozzle
ejections for the cold-head cases are expected to be lower than the corresponding hot-head cases.
Appropriately, the AEF for the cold-head base case with peening is 1.3 x 10-6, and the AEF for the
cold-head base case without peening mitigation is 1.9x 10-6. This is shown in Figure B-3.

For both reactor pressure vessel head temperatures evaluated, the peening base case provides a
risk-neutral alternative to the no-peening base case. I.e., the peening base case provides
equivalent or reduced risk with respect to the no-peening base case.
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Furthermore, the absolute acceptance criterion of an AEF below 5 x 10'-, which results in an
acceptable change in core damage frequency well below 1 x 10-6 per reactor year, is met by all
four base cases (hot and cold heads, with and without peening mitigation).

Figure B-4 and Figure B-5 compare time-histories of [EF and CPE for peening and no-peening
base cases. Figure B-8, Figure B-9, and Figure B- 10 compare time-histories of ILF and CPL for
peening and no-peening base cases. Figure B-6 and Figure B-7 indicate that peening reduces the
cumulative probability of leakage from the hypothetical time of peening to the end of operational
service of the plant approximately by a factor of five.

B.3.3 Sensitivity Study Results

Only three sensitivity cases for the hot-head model exceed the absolute acceptance criterion of an
AEF of 5x 10-5, all of which feature inspection schedules relaxed beyond those of the base cases
(e.g. omitting pre-peening or follow-up examinations). This emphasizes the importance of pre-
peening and follow-up inspections, such that pre-existing cracks that extend beyond the peening
compressive layer are detected and repaired. All Model Sensitivity cases for the hot-head, as well
as all sensitivity cases for the cold-head remain below the absolute acceptance criterion.

Figure B-11 and Figure B-16 compare the average ejection frequencies from the peening
inspection scheduling sensitivity cases to those for the peening and non-peening base cases.
Figure B-12, Figure B-13, and Figure B-17 compare the AEFs resulting from the model
sensitivity cases with peening to those for the peening base case. Figure B-14, Figure B-15, and
Figure B- 18 compare the AEFs resulting from the model sensitivity cases with no-peening to
those for the no-peening base case. Additionally, Figure B-19 provides time-histories for IEF and
CPE for Model Sensitivity case M2, which re-samples all MC realizations with at least one
detection of cracking prior to the hypothetical time of peening.

The following model sensitivity cases resulted in an increase in the ratio of the average ejection
frequency for the peened component relative to the unmitigated component:

* Hot Model Sensitivity Case 13 - Arbitrarily reducing the initiation reference time by a factor
of five results in an AEF of 3.3 x 105 for the peened component and an AEF of 2.9x 10' for
the unmitigated component. The predicted AEF and ALF for this sensitivity case result in the
greatest increase with respect to the base case. However, it is noted that this initiation model
results in a prediction of leakage before 20 EFPY in over 95% of hot reactor heads. This is
not in line with U.S. PWR operating experience.

* Hot Model Sensitivity Case 18 - Applying a smaller initial flaw size and enforcing a
minimum allowable stress intensity factor results in an AEF of 2.9x 10-5 for the peened
component and an AEF of 2.0x 10-5 for the unmitigated component. However, there is no
technical basis for applying a nonzero minimum allowable stress intensity factor.

" Hot Model Sensitivity Case 19 - Applying a smaller initial flaw size and utilizing crack
closure results in an AEF of 2.6x 10'0 for the peened component and an AEF of 2.2x 10-' for
the unmitigated component. However, the reduced initial flaw size provides most of this
effect. Smaller flaw sizes are expected to lead to a relative increase in risk, as they are less
likely to be detected in pre-peening and follow-up examinations. This results in an increased
number of active cracks during the post-peening ISI schedule.
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* Hot Model Sensitivity Case 21 - Applying the MRP-55 CGR Model results in an AEF of
1.6x 10'- for the peened component and an AEF of 1.4x 10-5 for the unmitigated component.
The predicted AEF for this sensitivity case is less than that of the corresponding base case
values.

* Hot Model Sensitivity Case 24 - Removing the circumferential crack environmental factor
results in an AEF of 8.4 x 10-6 for the peened component and an AEF of 4.5 x 10-6 for the
unmitigated component. The predicted AEF for this sensitivity case is about half of the AEF
for the corresponding base case values.

* No Cold Model Sensitivity Cases resulted in an increased AEF for the peened component
relative to the unmitigated component.

Furthermore, the average penetration leakage frequencies due to cracks initiating in the nozzle
tube base metal remain below 0.05 new leaking penetrations per year for all peening cases
evaluated.
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1.0E-02
13-cycle in-service inspection interval

corresponds to no in-service
inspections after follow up examinations

-Follow Up 1 Cycle After Peening

-*-Follow Up 2 Cycles After Peening

- Follow Up 3 Cycles After Peening

-*-Follow Up 1 and 2 Cycles After Peening
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1.0E-03

1.0E-04 Absolue AcceptanceC rite rio n .... . . ..

No Peening Base Case
..Peening Basewith UT Exam EveryPCase CycleCase I

1.0E-05 I

1.0E-06 -

1.0E-07
0 2 4 6 8 10

In-Service Inspection Interval (2-year cycles)
12 14 16

Figure B-2
Average Ejection Frequency from Hypothetical Time of Peening to End of Operational
Service Period vs. ISI Frequency for Hot Reactor Head
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1.0E-02

18-cycle in-service inspection interval
corresponds to no in-service

inspections after follow up examinations

-Follow Up 1 Cycle After Peening

-*-Follow Up 2 Cycles After Peening

-*-Follow Up 3 Cycles After Peening
0D

~1 .0E-03

cc

U_

0*

CD
2

S1.0E-06

. .Absolute Acceptance .
Criterion

JL•¸

OP-No Peening Base Case with
UT Exams Every 3rd Cycle

Peening Base
Case

1.0E-07 I- I 4

0 4 8 12 16 20
In-Service Inspection Interval (2-year cycles)

Figure B-3
Average Ejection Frequency from Hypothetical Time of Peening to End of Operational
Service Period vs. ISl Frequency for Cold Reactor Head
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Prediction of Nozzle Ejection vs. Time for Hot RPVHPNs
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Figure B-5
Prediction of Nozzle Ejection vs. Time for Cold RPVHPNs
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100% 1
4- --*-Follow Up 1 Cycle After Peening

I. -- Follow Up 2 Cycles After Peening

-- i -PFollow Up 3 Cycles After Peening

.... .-. 4-Follow Up 1 and 2 Cycles After Peening

No Peening Base Case
with UT Exam Every - - ........................ ....... .....- -

U Cycle

.. ... ....-II

E ~ ~~Peening Base ........ 13-cycle in-service inspection interval

0" ae corresponds to no in-service

1%i 
inspections after follow up examinations

0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16

In-Service Inspection Interval (2-year cycles)

Figure B-6
Cumulative Probability of Leakage from Hypothetical Time of Peening to End of
Operational Service Period vs. ISI Frequency for Hot Reactor Head
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Summary of Model Sensitivity Results for Hot RPVHPN Probabilistic Model with Peening (Continued)
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Summary of Model Sensitivity Results for Hot RPVHPN Probabilistic Model without Peening (Continued)
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Summary for Inspection Scheduling Sensitivity Results for Cold RPVHPN Probabilistic Model with Peening
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Summary of Model Sensitivity Results for Cold RPVHPN Probabilistic Model with Peening
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C
TENSILE BALANCING STRESSES IN RESIDUAL
STRESS PROFILE IN RESPONSE TO PEENING

C.1 Introduction

C. 1.1 Deformation and Tensile Stress Response of Components to Peening

In addition to producing a surface compressive residual stress layer, peening causes deformation
of the treated component. Some of the compressive stress at the peened layer is immediately
relieved by deformation of the part. As the stiffness of the treated component is assumed to be
greater, the resulting deformation decreases, and more of the initial compressive stress at the
treated surface is retained.

The retained compressive stress at the peened surface is balanced by residual stresses generated
through the component thickness. In order to satisfy static equilibrium, the internal forces and
internal bending moments integrated over any cross section through the component must balance
to zero or be balanced by a reaction force on the component. If the through-wall stress profile is
suitably uniform over a cross section (and the plate length-to-width aspect ratio is suitable large
such that beam theory holds), the residual stress profile for an unrestrained flat plate must self-
balance by force and through-wall bending moment before and after peening. Thus, the peak
balancing tensile stress in the post-peening through-wall profile for an unrestrained flat plate
depends on both the force and moment imparted by the surface compressive stress layer.

The balancing stress for peened thick-wall pipes behaves in a similar manner, but the more
constrained pipe geometry does not deflect as much as the plate case for equivalent peening
compressive stress effect and equivalent wall thickness. As shown in the analyses presented
below, the result is that the balancing stress profile for a thick-wall pipe is more nearly uniform
than for the case of an unrestrained flat plate of equivalent wall thickness.

C. 1.2 Purpose and Approach

The purpose of this attachment is to investigate the magnitude and distribution of tensile stresses
developed in response to the peening compressive stresses produced at the treated surface. Any
pre-existing flaws located beyond the compressive stress zone would grow during subsequent
operation under the influence of these balancing stresses (as well as weld residual stresses and
operating stresses).

Specifically, a straightforward linear-elastic finite-element analysis (FEA) approach is taken for
flat plate and thick-wall cylinder geometries. Peening is assumed to be applied to a substantial
fraction of the plate area or inside diameter surface of a thick-walled cylinder, and the through-
wall stress profile developed in the peened region is investigated for different wall thicknesses.
The stress source approach ([1], [2], [3]) originally developed to assess the stress effects of shot
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peening of a flat plate is applied to calculate the bending stress and axial membrane stress
generated in response to peening:

a (X) = 0-, (x) + 0b (X) +U,, [C-]

where:

a(x) = through-wall equilibrium stress profile, as function of through-wall
position x

o'p(x) = peening stress source function

o?(x) = bending stress generated in response to peening (linear function of x)

a -= axial membrane stress generated in response to peening

The stress source function, o-p(x), is the stress that would result from peening of an infinitely
thick plate. For sufficiently thick plates, the stress source depends only on the peening process
applied (i.e., intensity and duration). The form of the stress source function is chosen to fit data
for the particular peening process of interest. As described below, published data are used to
determine the most appropriate form of the stress source function. Published stress
measurements and modeling results also illustrate the expected trends.

The stress source function is imposed in the FEA model as an initial condition for the stress state
in the region of the "peened" surface, and the FEA solver is used to calculate the equilibrium
stress response. The two-dimensional FEA model for the unrestrained flat plate case is used to
demonstrate how more of the compressive stress near the surface is retained as the wall thickness
is increased for a constant peening intensity (i.e., stress source function). Additional cases for the
flat plate geometry show how the equilibrium stress profile, including the peak tensile stress,
varies with wall thickness while holding constant the amount of compressive stress retained at
the "peened" surface (surface magnitude and compressive depth) by varying the stress source
function. These results are then extended to the thick-wall cylinder geometry.

The form of the stress source function is validated based on a published set of experimental
stress measurements performed on a peened flat plate. The FEA approach is further validated
through application of a simple bilinear stress profile that is analytically constrained to satisfy
through-wall force and moment balances.

The FEA model is described in Section C.2, the simulated cases are listed in Section C.3, the
results are presented in Section C.4, and the model validation is presented in Section C.5.
Conclusions are made in Section C.6.

C. 1.3 Relevant Literature

Researchers have studied tensile balancing effects in post-peening residual stress profiles in a
range of geometries for shot peening, laser peening, and water-jet peening. The following
findings are relevant to the tensile balancing stress in the post-peening residual stress profile:

* Buchannan and John [4] show that for a constant residual surface stress, the peak tensile
stress decreases as component thickness increases. With increased component thickness, the
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balancing force is spread over a greater distance and the difference in balancing tensile stress
required to develop a balancing through-wall moment is decreased.

* Hill, et al. [5] show that the peak tensile stress indirectly induced by a peening process
decreases as the compressive residual stress at the surface decreases. As the peening intensity
is increased and a larger compressive surface stress is produced, the peak tensile stress
beyond the compressive layer tends to increase.

* Menig, et al. [6] investigated the nature of the tensile stress field beyond the peening
compressive layer. The results presented in this paper indicate that the compressive residual
stresses generated by peening are balanced by rather low tensile residual stresses extending
over the whole cross-section of the component.

" DeWald and Hill [7] measured stresses and performed strain and stress modeling for four
different specimen geometries treated by laser peening, including thick-wall cylinders peened
on the outer diameter. The through-wall residual stress measurements were made using the
contour method. The stress profile measured for the thick-wall cylinder case is comparable to
that observed in other studies for peening of flat plates, although the profile near the inside
surface (not peened) showed greater curvature than for flat plate cases. This case is not
directly applicable to peening of reactor vessel primary nozzles because the peening was
performed on the OD and because of the especially small inner-radius-to-thickness ratio, Ri /
t= 15 mm/15 mm= 1.0.

C.2 ANSYS Model Description
A two-dimensional linear-elastic ANSYS [8] FEA model is used to simulate the balancing stress

effects of either:

(1) a cross section of a flat plate peened on one side, or

(2) a thick-wall pipe that is subjected to axisymmetric peening on the pipe inside surface.

The peening process itself is not simulated. Instead the balancing stress profile generated in
response to the peening compressive stress layer at the treated surface is calculated considering
the effect of the component geometry and stiffness. The standard peening stress source approach,
also known as the "eigenstress" approach, is taken in which the initial stress profile due to
peening (prior to deformation of the component and development of the balancing stress) is
directly input to the model as an initial condition. This initial stress source function is
independent of the component geometry given a sufficiently large wall thickness. The final stress
state at equilibrium, which reflects both the reduction in peening compressive stress due to
component deformation as well as generation of the balancing residual stress, is calculated using
the ANSYS FEA solver. Although the peening process itself results in substantial local yielding
and plastic strains, the redistribution of stress beyond the surface compressive residual stress
zone in response to peening is an elastic unloading problem [1], and thus amenable to the linear-
elastic stress source approach.

The material properties, geometry, boundary conditions, and loading are described in the
following subsections.
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C.2.1 Material Properties

The ANSYS model is a linear-elastic model. Thus the needed properties are limited to Young's
Modulus and Poisson's Ratio. As shown in Table C-i, room-temperature values were input using
the physical properties tabulated in Section II Part D of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code [9] for Alloy 600 and another nickel-based alloy, Alloy 22. The material properties for
Alloy 22 were applied in the case used to validate the chosen form of the stress source function.

Table C-1

Material Properties [9]

Material IParameter Units Value

Alloy600 Young's Modulus Pa 2.13E+11
Poisson's Ratio 0.31

Alloy 22 Young's Modulus Pa 2.06E+11
Alloy22 Poisson's Ratio 0.31

C.2.2 Geometry

The same two-dimensional mesh is used to model a flat plate or an axisymmetric pipe. The
ANSYS PLANE 183 element type is applied under the generalized plane strain assumption for
the flat plate geometry and in axisymmetric mode for the pipe geometry.

It was shown that the choice of either generalized plane strain or plane stress for the plate
geometry does not significantly affect the in-plane stress results presented in this attachment. The
reason is that the calculated profile for the in-plane (Y-direction) stress must satisfy the same
force and moment balances regardless of whether the plane strain or plane stress assumption is
made for two-dimensional treatment of Hooke's Law.

The geometry of the plate and pipe models is defined by the example mesh shown in Figure C-1.
When modeling a plate, the model can be considered to be infinitely wide in the out-of-plane
direction. When modeling a pipe, the out-of-plane direction is the azimuthal dimension and the
axis of rotation is to the left of the mesh of Figure C-1. The pipe geometry boundary conditions
make the pipe behave as though it is infinite in length. As shown in red in this figure, the model
includes a distinct area on the left (inner diameter) surface where the stress source function is
applied to simulate the effects of peening. This area is assigned an initial stress profile, as
described by Section C.2.4, to model the effects of peening while the initial stress state in the
remainder of the mesh is zero.

The mesh spacing is controlled in the model to ensure the results are accurate in the areas of
interest. The mesh is refined in the region where the stress source function is applied because this
is the area with the largest stress gradient. The effect of overall mesh refinement was checked to
confirm model convergence. The length of the peened area is chosen to result in a region of
reasonably uniform stresses that are reasonably fully developed without edge effects, and the
solution is confirmed to be converged with respect to the modeled length of the mesh. The
modeled geometry satisfied a study of the spatial uniformity of the peak stress and of the
compressive stress layer depth.
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Figure C-I
Example Mesh with Region of Application of Stress Source Function in Red (wall
thickness = 63.5 mm)

C.2.3 Boundary Conditions

To prevent rigid-body motion of the model, the following boundary conditions are applied:
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Flat Plate Geometry

* Midpoint of Left Side of Cross Section: Zero displacement in the X- and Y-directions

* Midpoint of Right Side of Cross Section: Zero displacement in the Y-direction

Thick-Wall Pipe Geometry

* Bottom Row of Nodes: Zero displacement in Y-direction

* Top Row of Nodes: Displacement in Y-direction is uniformly the same (coupled)

C.2.4 Loading

The only load source in the model is the biaxial initial stress state specified in the region where
the stress source function is applied. The initial stress state is specified using the ANSYS
INISTATE command and applied to the nodes of the elements in the stress source region
according to the nodal position. The profile is applied to both the SY and SZ stress components.
No initial stress is input for the through-thickness component (SX).

Per the validation exercise described below in Section C.4. 1, the stress source function is
assumed to have an exponential form. An improved fit to the validation data resulted from a
small refinement to a pure exponential decay function. The stress source function is based on an
exponential function scaled to reach zero at a depth of bp:

UP (W = UpOeIR forx <g
[C-2]

In(R)

where:

bp = depth of region subjected to initial stress source function

x = through-wall depth from "peened" surface

-p(x) = peening stress source function

u-p, o= initial peening compressive stress at peened surface prior to deformation

R = fraction of exponential remaining at x = 6p, taken to be 0.04 based on the
comparison in Section C.4.1

Examples of a stress source function having the form of Equation [C-2] and the final equilibrium
stress state in the component are shown in Figure C-2 and Figure C-3.
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Figure C-2
Example Stress Source Function for ap,o = -558 MPa (-80.9 ksi) and 5p = 1.09 mm (0.043 in.)
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Figure C-3
Example Equilibrium Stress Solution Contour Plot for the Length (Y) Direction Stress (SY)
for Flat Plate Model (wall thickness = 63.5 mm)
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C.3 ANSYS Model Cases

The FEA model was used to investigate the following cases:

* Validation of Exponential Form of Stress Source Function

- Simulates the stress profile for a flat plate treated by laser peening (measured by Hill
et al. [5]) (Figure C-4)

- Material: Alloy 22
- Plate with thickness of 20 mm and length of 38 mm
- Peened area length of 30 mm
- Modeled using an equilibrium surface compressive stress of -470 MPa (68.2 ksi) and

depth of 2.74 mm

* Plate with Thickness of Reactor Vessel Outlet Nozzle (Two-Dimensional)

- Simulates an unrestrained flat plate with thickness comparable to the reactor vessel
outlet nozzle pipe case to show the effect of modeling a plate vs. a pipe. The simpler
plate geometry is a common geometry for published testing and modeling efforts.

- Material: Alloy 600
- Plate length of 300 mm and peened area length of 80 mm
- Plate wall thickness:

- Base case thickness of 2.5 inches (63.5 mm), which is close to the lower bound
thickness of 2.4 inches (61 mm) cited in MRP-109 [10]

- Sensitivity cases illustrating effect of wall thickness ranging from a factor of 8
thinner to a factor of 6 thicker

- Peening stress source function assumptions:
- Constant stress source function (Gp,O = -558 MPa (-80.9 ksi) and 6p = 1.09 mm)

to illustrate greater retention of initial compressive stress as thickness is
increased

- Vary stress source function to obtain equilibrium surface compressive stress of
-550 MPa (80 ksi) and compressive stress depth of 1.0 mm

" Reactor Vessel Outlet Nozzle (Axisymmetric)

- Simulates effects of peening on the ID of a thick-wall pipe with the dimensions of a
typical reactor vessel outlet nozzle (RVON) dissimilar metal weld.

- Material: Alloy 600
- Pipe length of 300 mm, peened area length of 80 mm, and ratio of inner radius to

thickness of 5.8 (yields an outer diameter of 34 inches (864 mm) for a thickness of
2.5 inches (63.5 mm))

- Pipe wall thickness:
- Base case thickness of 2.5 inches (63.5 mm), which is close to the lower bound

thickness of 2.4 inches (61 mm) cited in MRP-109 [10]
- Sensitivity cases illustrating effect of wall thickness ranging from a factor of 8

thinner to a factor of 6 thicker (evaluated both for a constant outer diameter of
34 inches and for a constant ratio of inner radius to wall thickness of 5.8)
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Peening stress source function assumptions:
- Vary stress source function to obtain equilibrium surface compressive stress of

-550 MPa (80 ksi) and compressive stress depth of 1.0 mm
- Sensitivity cases illustrating effect of compressive stress depth using 0.5 mm

and 1.5 mm equilibrium surface compressive stress depths for RVON base case
dimensions

CA ANSYS Model Results

C.4.1 Validation of Exponential Form of Stress Source Function

The parameters for the exponential stress source function (Op,o and bp in Equation [C-2]) were
varied until the match between the measured stress profile and the calculated equilibrium profile
in Figure C-4 was obtained. The magnitude of the peak stress obtained in this case reflects the
magnitude of the compressive stress depth (2.7 mm) in comparison to the wall thickness
(20 mm).

The very good agreement between the measured and predicted stress profiles shows that the
exponential form of Equation [C-2] is a good choice to model the peening effect for the type of
laser peening performed by Hill et al. [5]. Furthermore, the measured peening compressive stress
profiles presented in MRP-267 Rev. 1 [11] for a variety of laser peening and water jet peening
processes have shapes that are generally reasonably approximated by the shape of the peening
compressive stress profile measured by Hill et al. [5] and shown in Figure C-4. Hence, the stress
source functional form defined in Equation [C-2] is applied in all the FEA cases.
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Figure C-4
Validation of Exponential Form of Stress Source Function Using Through-Wall Stress
Profile Measured by Hill et al. [5]

C.4.2 Calculated Stress Profiles for Flat Plate and Thick-Wall Pipe Geometries

The FEA analyses results are shown in Figure C-5 through Figure C-13, where in each figure the
stress profile is taken at the midpoint of the peened region (i.e., the symmetry plane of the
model):

Effect of Wall Thickness on Retained Peening Compressive Stress (Flat Plate)

Figure C-5 illustrates how the compressive stress effect developed by peening increases
(in terms of surface compressive stress magnitude and compressive stress depth) for the
same peening intensity as the wall thickness is increased. More of the initial peening
compressive stress would be retained for the thick-wall pipe geometry for equivalent wall
thickness because of its greater level of constraint. Because the peening performance
criteria are based on the stress profile achieved following peening (including the
relaxation in compressive stress at the surface due to elastic deformation of the
component upon peening), the results presented below for a consistent equilibrium
compressive stress effect are more important to the conclusions of this investigation.
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Effect of Wall Thickness on Balancing Stress Profile (Flat Plate and Thick-Wall Pipe)

Figure C-6 clearly illustrates how the peak tensile stress is reduced as the wall thickness
is increased for the flat plate geometry with the stress source function parameters varied
to obtain constant equilibrium values of the surface compressive stress magnitude and
compressive depth. The profiles show how a linear stress profile (through-wall bending)
and an axial membrane stress component are produced in response to the peening effect.
As discussed by Bernasconi and Roth [1], this is the expected behavior of a peened plate
and reflects simple beam behavior. Note that it was numerically confirmed that these
calculated stress profiles satisfy both force and moment balance. This is a requirement of
the model since the through-thickness profile for stress in the Y-direction is necessarily
uniform in the Z-direction (into the page) given the two-dimensional assumption.

* Figure C-7 shows similar behavior for the axial stress profile for the thick-wall pipe
geometry. For equivalent wall thickness, the peak tensile stress is smaller for the pipe
axial stress case. The pipe geometry is more constrained than a flat plate and does not
deflect as much as the plate case for equivalent peening compressive stress effect and
equivalent wall thickness. The reduced curvature for the pipe case means that a smaller
through-wall bending stress component is produced in the axial direction than would be
the case for the corresponding flat plate. In addition, the gradient in cross sectional area
between the inner and outer portions of the pipe cross section tends to increase the
contribution of a given through-wall stress gradient to the through-wall force and bending
moment in comparison to the situation for a flat plate. Note that it was numerically
confirmed that these calculated stress profiles satisfy force balances. Force balance over a
given through-wall profile is a requirement of the model since the axial stress profile is
necessarily uniform in the azimuthal direction given the axisymmetric assumption. The
pipe geometry does not satisfy the moment balance in the same manner as for the
unrestrained flat plate as shear stresses contribute to the balance for the pipe.

* While the results in Figure C-7 represent a constant outer diameter while the thickness is
varied, Figure C-8 plots the equivalent axial stress results for a constant inner-radius-to-
thickness ratio. The peak tensile stress for the pipe geometry cases remains smaller than
the peak tensile stress in the plate geometry case for equivalent wall thickness. Note that
the curves with a positive slope in Figure C-8 have a lower peak tensile stress than the
equivalent constant outer diameter curves (having a negative slope). These cases with
positive slope correspond to relatively small wall thicknesses and are the result of a more
complex deformed shape of the pipe compared to cases with greater wall thickness or
greater diameter. It was numerically confirmed that these calculated stress profiles also
satisfy force balance.

* Figure C-9 and Figure C-10 show the calculated profiles for the case of the hoop stress
for the thick-wall pipe geometry. Note that the compressive stress depth at equilibrium
for the hoop stress profile varies slightly for the different thickness cases because the
stress source function was varied to maintain the compressive stress depth for the axial
stress profile. Regardless of this point, the magnitude of the tensile stress response is
substantially smaller for the hoop stress profile in comparison to that for the axial stress
for equivalent wall thickness. This lower peak magnitude occurs because the force
balance in the hoop direction is enforced over the entire modeled area, permitting a
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distribution of the tensile balancing stress over a greater area. The hoop profiles have
smaller slopes than the axial profiles because the axial change in curvature upon peening
is greater than the change in curvature of the pipe in the circumferential direction. The
pipe geometry is most constrained in the circumferential direction.

Effect of Wall Thickness on Peak Balancing Tensile Stress (Flat Plate and Thick-Wall Pipe)

Figure C-Il and Figure C-12 plot the peak tensile stress of the profiles in Figure C-6
through Figure C-10 directly as a function of wall thickness. The peak tensile stress is
plotted as a percentage of the surface compressive stress value as the shape of the stress
profile does not depend on the magnitude of the surface compressive stress.

Effect of Peening Compressive Stress Depth on Balancing Stress Profile (RVON Pipe
Geometry)

The results in Figure C-6 through Figure C-12 assumed a post-peening compressive
stress depth of 1 millimeter. Figure C-13 illustrates how the axial stress profile for the
RVON geometry is affected by this assumption. Profiles are shown for compressive
depths of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm in addition to 1.0 mm. The magnitude of the peak tensile
stress has an approximate linear dependence on the compressive stress depth. This is
expected given that the force and moment created by the compressive profile close to the
peened surface are each approximately proportional to the compressive depth.

As shown in the figures, the calculated maximum tensile stress for a given peening compressive
stress effect (surface magnitude and compressive depth) decreases with increasing wall
thickness. This applies in both the axial and hoop directions for the pipe.

For the reactor vessel outlet nozzle (RVON) thick-wall pipe geometry, the peak tensile balancing
stresses are less than about 2% of the magnitude of the compressive surface stress for the case of
a compressive stress layer at the pipe ID that is 1 millimeter deep. This relatively small
magnitude for the peak tensile balancing stress is the result of the balancing force and moment
being spread over the large wall thickness of this component, plus the fact that the pipe geometry
is more constrained than a flat plate and does not deflect as much as the plate case for equivalent
peening compressive stress effect and equivalent wall thickness.
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Effect of Wall Thickness on Through-Wall Stress Profile for Plate Geometry for Same
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Effect of Wall Thickness on Through-Wall Axial Stress Profile for Constant Ri / t Pipe
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C.5 Model Validation Using Bilinear Stress Profile

The ANSYS model is validated by comparing the resulting stresses to a simple piecewise linear
stress profile. The piecewise linear stress profile, which ensures that the applicable force and
moment balances are satisfied for the simplest possible profile, is subject to the following
assumptions:

1. The profile models the effect of peening only.

2. The compressive surface stress is set to an assumed value, c-(x = 0) = U0.

3. The stress profile transitions to tensile stresses at a pre-defined point, xo. This is where
((x = Xo) = 0.

4. The internal forces must balance to zero through the thickness of the peened component
assuming that the profile is uniform over the cross section of an unrestrained flat plate:

I

=,f Jo.(x)dx = 0 [C-3]
0

5. The internal moments must balance to zero though the thickness of the peened component
assuming that the profile is uniform over the cross section of an unrestrained flat plate:

t

Mne,=f xo(x)dx = [C-]
0

The piecewise linear stress profile is defined by two line segments; the first is defined by
assumptions (2) and (3), whereas the second is defined by assumptions (4) and (5). For the case
of the axial stress profile of a thick-wall pipe, Equations [C-3] and [C-4] are assumed to hold
except that the force and moment integration are each weighted by the radial coordinate to
account for the increase in cross sectional area toward the OD. In each validation case, the values
of ao and xo were selected to match the FEA profile.

Figure C-14 and Figure C-15 compare the bilinear profile with the FEA results for two cases.

* Figure C-14 shows reasonable agreement versus the FEA solution and measured stress
profile for the flat plate case investigated by Hill et al. [5], including similar peak tensile
stress values.

" Figure C-15 shows a similar peak tensile stress for the FEA case investigated for a thick-
wall pipe with dimensions applicable to reactor vessel outlet and inlet nozzles. The
somewhat smaller peak stress for the FEA case is the result of the curvature in the FEA
stress profile close to the peened surface. This curvature results in a reduced force and a
reduced moment to be balanced by the remainder of the stress profile. This particular
FEA stress profile is from a region with a rather uniform curvature that is close to a
through-wall moment balance without considering the effect of shear stress on the
moment balance.
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C.6 Conclusions

The literature review and analyses presented in this attachment demonstrate the following:

A balancing stress profile develops beyond the compressive residual stress induced by
peening at the treated surface. This balancing stress consists of a through-wall bending
component and an axial membrane stress. These residual stress components act to balance
the force and change in curvature associated with the peening compressive residual stress
developed in the region of the treated surface. The peak tensile stress generally forms in the
region just beyond the peening compressive stress layer. The peak tensile stress location
represents the location beyond the compressive stress zone where the through-wall bending
stress is maximum.

" For a given compressive residual stress effect (surface magnitude and depth of compression)
retained upon peening, the peak tensile balancing stress decreases as the component
thickness increases. As the component thickness increases, the balancing force and moment
are each spread over a greater distance. The difference in balancing stress required to develop
the balancing through-wall moment is decreased. The increase in moment arm distance
means that a smaller stress difference will create the same moment. Similar trends are
produced for thick-wall pipes peened on the inside diameter as for flat plates.

* The peak balancing tensile stress for the case of a peened thick-wall pipe is reduced
compared to an unrestrained flat plate of equivalent wall thickness. This is because the more
constrained pipe geometry does not deflect as much as the plate case for equivalent peening
compressive stress effect and equivalent wall thickness, corresponding to a reduced through-
wall drop in the balancing stress profile. The pipe geometry does not satisfy the moment
balance in the same manner as for the unrestrained flat plate as shear stresses contribute to
the balance for the pipe. The result is that the balancing stress profile for a thick-wall pipe is
more nearly uniform than for the case of an unrestrained flat plate of equivalent wall
thickness.

* For the reactor vessel outlet nozzle (RVON) geometry evaluated with the FEA model, the
peak tensile balancing stresses are less than about 2% of the magnitude of the compressive
surface stress for the case of a compressive stress layer at the pipe ID that is 1 millimeter
deep. This relatively small magnitude for the peak tensile balancing stress is the result of the
balancing force and moment being spread over the large wall thickness of this component,
plus the fact that the pipe geometry is more constrained than a flat plate and does not deflect
as much as the plate case for equivalent peening compressive stress effect and equivalent
wall thickness.

In summary, because of the thick-wall for reactor vessel outlet and inlet nozzles, peening of
these components has a small effect on the peak tensile stress below the surface compressive
stress zone. With regard to reactor pressure vessel head penetration nozzles (RPVHPNs), the
effective thickness of the nozzle at the weld elevation is increased by the presence of the
J-groove weld and head. This effect tends to limit the peak tensile balancing stress near the
peened ID at the weld elevation. Below the J-groove weld, both the OD and ID surfaces are
peened, tending to make the balancing stress uniform over the wall thickness.
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